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01. What is the primary regulatory regime applicable
to financial services employees in your jurisdiction?

Ireland
Author: Karen Killalea , Ciara Ni Longaigh

The Central Bank of Ireland (CBI) is responsible for the authorisation and supervision of regulated financial
service providers (RFSPs) in Ireland. RFSPs can include credit institutions, credit unions, brokers/retail
intermediaries; and other RFSPs such as electronic money institutions, insurance and reinsurance
undertakings, investment firms and payment institutions. The regulatory regime applies in a bespoke way
to each sector and its employees and tailored legal advice should be taken for a specific situation. The
general principles of the regulatory framework are set out below.
Fitness and Probity

The primary regulatory regime applicable to employees of RFSPs is the Fitness & Probity ("F&P") framework
under the CBI Reform Act 2010 (2010 Act) as amended. Its function is to assess and monitor the suitability
of individuals for certain key positions, known as Controlled Functions (CFs), including Pre-approved
Controlled Functions (PCFs). The general rule is that an RFSP cannot permit a person to perform a
controlled function unless the RFSP is satisfied on reasonable grounds that the person complies with the
F&P Standards prescribed under the 2010 Act and further set out in the regulations and Guidance
prescribed by the CBI. A link to resources governing the F&P Standards is here.

Fitness relates to an individual's competency, experience, qualifications and capacity to perform the role
(including time commitments and being free from conflicts of interest).

Probity relates to an individual's honesty, diligence, independence, ethics and integrity in performing their
role.

Employers are required to perform due diligence to confirm that individuals they propose placing in CF
roles are fit and proper. Employers are also required to hold a certificate of compliance in respect of each in
scope employee, certifying that the employee complies with the F&P Standards. Employees of RFSPs must
agree in writing to comply with the F&P Standards.

A breach of an individual's F&P obligations can result in criminal and administrative sanctions for the RFSP
and suspension and disqualification for the individual from holding a controlled function.

Minimum Competency Requirements
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The CBI also operates a minimum competency regime under the Minimum Competency Code 2017 and the
CBI (Supervision and Enforcement) Act 2013 (section 48(1)) Minimum Competency Regulations 2017,
which set out professional standards and competencies, and continuing professional development (CPD)
requirements, for persons providing certain financial services and products across certain sectors e.g.,
credit union and insurance services.  The aim is to protect consumers by ensuring a minimum acceptable
level of competence from individuals acting for or on behalf of RFSPs providing advice and information and
associated activities (such as dealing with insurance claims or complaints), in connection with in-scope
financial products.

The Individual Accountability Framework

The CBI (Individual Accountability) Act 2023 (the "2023 Act") was signed into law on 9 March 2023. The
2023 Act introduced a new Individual Accountability Framework ("IAF"):

An enhanced Fitness and Probity Framework;
New Common Conduct Standards, including Additional Conduct Standards for PCFs, applicable to
employees and officers of RFSPs as well as Business Conduct Standards;
The Senior Executive Accountability Regime ("SEAR"); and
Administrative Sanctions Procedures ("ASP") which empowers the CBI to investigate and sanction
individuals for breaches of their obligations under the IAF including the Conduct Standards and their
F&P obligations.

The IAF commenced in Ireland from 29 December 2023. The F&P Framework and the application of the new
Conduct Standards became effective from this date. Other parts of the IAF will be effective later in 2024.

Conduct Standards

Under the 2010 Act, both CFs and PCFs must take any step that is reasonable in the circumstances in the
performance of their role, to ensure that they meet the requirements of the Common Conduct Standards.
The Common Conduct Standards are explained in Guidance published by the CBI here. The Conduct
Standards include the requirement to act with honesty and integrity, due skill and care, co-operate in good
faith with the CBI, act in the best interests of customers and comply with applicable rules governing market
conduct and trading as applicable to the relevant RFSP's sector. The F&P Standards set a standard that CFs
and PCFs must meet to ensure that they are sufficiently skilled and have the competence and capability to
perform their roles. Whereas the Common Conduct Standards impose positive, enforceable legal
obligations on individuals in those roles, governing their conduct and requiring them to act in accordance
with a single set of standards of expected behaviour. Employers must train their employees on the
applicable Conduct Standards. Employees are required to attend at that training and to fully understand
and comply with the Conduct Standards. Additional Conduct Standards apply to PCFs.

Senior Executive Accountability Regime

SEAR which applies to senior managers/officers holding PCF and CF1 roles, will be applicable from 1 July
2024. SEAR will come into force in respect of Non Executive Directors (NEDs) and Independent Non
Executive Directors (INEDs) with effect from 1 July 2025.

In terms of the scope of application, SEAR will be introduced on a phased basis and will initially apply from 1
July 2024 to credit institutions, insurance undertakings (excluding reinsurance undertakings, captive
(re)insurance undertakings and insurance special purpose vehicles) and investment firms that underwrite
on a firm commitment basis, deal on own account, or are authorised to hold client monies or assets; and
third-country branches of the above.

However, the CBI has noted in its Consultation Paper 153 (CP153) that "there is much in the spirit of the
SEAR that firms not initially failing within scope should consider as aligned with good quality governance".
RFSPs which are not in Phase 1 of SEAR should therefore consider the presence of the new regime and
whether it may be appropriate to comply with the spirit of SEAR by ensuring that individual responsibilities
for senior managers are mapped and clearly allocated across the firm's senior management. This is to
ensure that it is very clear who is individually accountable for what and in order to ensure that the business
and its risks are being properly managed.

https://www.centralbank.ie/regulation/how-we-regulate/individual-accountability-framework


Business Standards

The 2023 Act provides for the ability of the CBI of Ireland (CBI) to prescribe the "Business Standards" for the
purposes of ensuring that in the conduct of its affairs a firm:

1. acts in the best interests of customers and of the integrity of the market;
2. acts honestly, fairly and professionally; and
3. acts with due skill, care and diligence.

The Business Standards are obligations which apply to the RFSP.

Protected Disclosures Legislation – Whistleblowing

The Protected Disclosures Act 2014 as amended provides that all employers (with 50 or more employees)
and most RFSPs regardless of head count (including MiFID firms, UCITS management companies, AIFMs,
externally managed UCITS and externally managed AIFs)  have and maintain secure, confidential and
effective internal reporting channels and investigation procedures that comply with its requirements.
Employees and other workers, including INEDS and NEDS as well as contractors have significant anti
retaliation protection in connection with making a protected disclosure. Employers are required to appoint
a designated person to acknowledge a report within 7 days, make diligent inquiries and to follow up with
the reporter within three months in relation to the progress/outcome of the investigation. The Central Bank
(Supervision and Enforcement) Act, 2013 as well as the European Union (Market Abuse) Regulations, 2016
set out whistleblowing requirements for in scope employees and anti retaliation protection.

Last updated on 24/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

Articles 5 and 123 of the Constitution of the United Mexican States provide express protection of labour
rights and establish that legal rights are protected by the Federal Labour Law (the FLL).

Pursuant to article 5 thereof, no-one can be stopped from providing services in industry, commerce, or any
other activity, provided it is not illegal; thus, individuals may only be prohibited from performing their
duties as financial services employees if there is a legal justification. The activity may only be prohibited by
a judicial declaration. Also, the law will define occupations that require a licence, the conditions to be met
to obtain that licence and the issuing authorities.

Furthermore, no contract or provision that affects an individual’s freedom will be enforced.

All employers and employees within the private financial services sector are primarily subject to the FLL.
Additionally, financial entities and their employees are subject to different laws and general provisions
depending on the entities’ core business and activities, such as:

Law to Regulate Finance Associations;
Credit Institutions Law;
General Provisions of Credit Institutions, issued by the supervisory authorities;
Law to Regulate Credit Information Entities;
General Law of Auxiliary Credit Organizations and Activities;
Investment Funds Law;
Popular Savings and Credit Law;
Law to Regulate Technological Finance Institutions;
General Provisions of Technological Finance Institutions, issued by the supervisory authorities;
Law of Transparency and Promotion of Competition in Guaranteed Credit;
Securities Market Law;
Law for the Transparency and Regulation of Financial Services;
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Federal Law for the Prevention and Identity of Transactions with Illegally Obtained Resources;
General Provisions applicable to securities operations carried out by counsel, managers and
employees of financial entities and other obligated parties, issued by the supervisory authorities;
Insurance and Bonding Institutes Law; and
Insurance and Bonding Agents Regulations.

Some of the financial entities regulated are the following (Financial Entities):

controlling entities (controlling entities of financial groups);
credit institutions;
credit information entities;
multiple purpose financial entities;
exchange bureaus and brokerage houses;
auxiliary credit organisations;
technological finance institutions;
investment funds;
financial cooperative associations and community finance entities; and
insurance and bond institutes.

Authorities that regulate and supervise the compliance of financial laws and provisions are the National
Banking and Securities Commission (CNBV), National Insurance and Bonding Commission (CNSF), National
Commission of Retirement Savings Fund (CONSAR), National Commission for Financial Service Consumer
Protection, Bank of Mexico, and the Ministry of Finance and Public Credit (SHCP).

Last updated on 14/03/2023

Switzerland
Author: Simone Wetzstein , Matthias Lötscher , Sarah Vettiger

Employment law in Switzerland is based mainly on the following sources, set out in order of priority:

the Federal Constitution;
Cantonal Constitutions;
public law, particularly the Federal Act on Work in Industry, Crafts and Commerce (the Labour Act) and
five ordinances issued under this Act regulating work, and health and safety conditions;
civil law, particularly the Swiss Code of Obligations (CO);
collective bargaining agreements, if applicable;
individual employment agreements; and
usage, custom, doctrine, and case law.

Depending on the regulatory status of the employer and the specific activities of financial services
employees, respectively, Swiss financial market laws may also apply. They are, in particular, the Federal
banking, financial institutions and insurance supervision regulations.

Last updated on 16/04/2024
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by previous employers in the financial services
industry?
 

Ireland
Author: Karen Killalea , Ciara Ni Longaigh

RFSPs must satisfy themselves that all CF and PCF candidates or employees comply with the F&P
Standards. Pre-employment due diligence must be performed, including asking the candidate to certify they
will comply with the F&P Standards and notify the RFSP immediately of any change in circumstance that
may mean they no longer comply. Employers must continue to ensure that in scope employees comply
with the F&P Standards and must complete an annual declaration to this effect. This means that due
diligence must continue throughout the employment relationship and not just at the recruitment stage.
Candidates for PCF roles must complete an online individual questionnaire, which is submitted to the CBI in
advance of appointment to the role through the Central Bank portal. The CBI must grant its approval for the
PCF appointment before a candidate can take up the role. Any PCF offer of employment must be conditional
on that approval being obtained. The CBI may request applicants attend an interview as part of the
approval process.

Employers should take all reasonable steps to secure references from previous employers in order to due
diligence the candidate's compliance with the F&P Standards and their suitability for the role. However, an
employer is not obliged to issue a reference in respect of a former employee which means that a
prospective employer may not be able to secure a reference from a previous employer.  The CBI does not
oblige employers to either issue or obtain a reference as part of screening checks, however employers must
make good efforts to do so.

There are material obstacles from a data privacy and practical perspective to employers conducting
criminal background checks in relation to prospective employees. Data relating to criminal convictions is
special category data under the GDPR. Employers would need to satisfy both Article 6 and Article 9
requirements under the GDPR to justify the processing of this data. In terms of Article 9, this means
employers would need to show reasons of substantial public interest or that they are carrying out their
legal obligations in processing the data.  In terms of Article 6 the employer will need to show that the
processing is necessary to comply with a legal obligation to which the employer is subject or the processing
is necessary for the employer's legitimate interests for example to ensure the suitability and honesty of its
employees and to protect its reputation. Employers are also prevented from asking candidates about
"spent convictions" which are usually minor criminal offences dating back over seven years.

Pre-employment medical checks must also have a clear legal basis justifying the processing of an
employee's medical and health information.

Last updated on 24/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

For employees with general positions, there are no pre-screening measures. Under article 1 of the
Constitution and article 21 of the FLL, discrimination is prohibited. Furthermore, article 21 of the FLL
establishes that distinctions will not be deemed discriminatory if certain qualifications are required for
certain work. Specifically, if there is no legal ground or work-related justification to request criminal records
for a determined position, conditioning the position on that information may be deemed discriminatory.
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For example, financial entities must include a list of the expected members of the board of directors,
general manager, and main officers, including their respective professional and academic backgrounds, in
the filing to obtain authorisation of the CNBV (except insurance and bond institutions) to start operations.
These positions require certain special requirements, and thus financial entities must verify – by prior
appointment and thereafter, at least every year – that general managers and officers:

have a standing reputation;
have expertise in legal, financial and management matters;
have a satisfactory credit record and credit eligibility;
are residents in Mexico (for credit entities); and
have no other legal impediment (see below).

All financial entities must guarantee that high-level employees are capable, experienced and not subject to
any procedure involving conduct contrary to financial stability or compliance with business or financial
business standards. General managers and officers in controlling entities and auxiliary credit organisations,
and in exchange bureaus and brokerage houses, and general managers in insurance and bonding
institutions must have at least five years’ experience at a high decision-making level that required financial
and management expertise.

Also, these individuals must not have any of the following legal impediments:

a pending dispute with the financial entity or any other financial entities in the group;
a conviction for a wilful economic crime;
a disqualification from owning a business, public service positions or the Mexican financial system;
declared bankruptcy or insolvency;
carried out regulation, inspection, and monitoring of the financial entity or any other financial entities
in the group; or
participated in the board of directors of the financial entities.

Additionally, for exchange bureaus and brokerage houses, such individuals must not have been an external
auditor of the exchange bureau or related entity in the 12 months before their appointment.

Specifically, in credit organisations, general managers and officers must not:

be a partner or have a position within entities or associations that render services to the entity or its
related entities;
be a client, provider, debtor, creditor, partner, member of the board of directors or employee of an
entity that is a client or provider (whose services or sales represent more than 10% of the client’s
services or sales), or a debtor or creditor (of which the debt is higher than 15% of the assets);
be an employee of a foundation, association or civil society that receive important contributions from
the entity (which represent more than 15% of the total contributions received by such entities in a
fiscal year).
be a general manager, officer, or employee of another entity that is part of the financial group;
be a spouse or domestic partner of any individual mentioned above, or be in a cohabiting relationship
with them; or
carry out regulation duties of credit organisations and exchange bureaus.

Financial entities must inform the CNBV, CNSF, or CONSAR, as applicable, of general managers’ and
officers’ appointments, resignations or removals, within five business days of such events. Meanwhile,
controlling entities, brokerage houses, surety deposit institutions and compensation chambers must inform
the CNBV, CNSF, or CONSAR within 10 days of the same.

There are also limits to employees participating in the board of directors of these companies. Only the
general manager and officers two levels below may be members, and no other employees may occupy
these positions.

According to the Insurance and Bonds Regulations, officers and employees of credit institutions, insurance
institutions, bond institutions, brokerage houses, stock market specialists, auxiliary credit organisations,
investment companies, operating companies of investment companies, exchange houses, financial
commissioners, retirement fund managers, specialised investment companies of retirement funds, and



controlling companies with 10% or more of representative shares of such companies will not be authorised
to act as insurance or bond agents.

Last updated on 14/03/2023

Switzerland
Author: Simone Wetzstein , Matthias Lötscher , Sarah Vettiger

Under Swiss civil law, there is no requirement to apply pre-screening measures. However, while not a
statutory requirement under Swiss financial market laws per se, companies subject to these laws apply pre-
screening measures to ensure that a prospective financial services employee meets the requirements set
forth by these laws. In particular, regulated companies such as banks, securities firms, insurance
companies, fund management companies, managers of collective investment schemes and asset managers
are required to obtain authorisation from the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) relating
to strategic and executive management and each change thereto.

As a general rule, the higher the responsibility or position of a person, the more requirements financial
services employees may need to fulfil. Persons holding executive or overall management functions (eg, a
member of the board or members of the senior management) are required to fulfil certain requirements set
forth by the applicable Swiss financial market regulations. Such requirements may include providing current
CVs showing relevant work experience and education as well as excerpts from the debt and criminal
register. It may also include providing various declarations (eg, concerning pending and concluded
proceedings, qualified participations and other mandates). Furthermore, financial services employees
holding certain control functions (eg, compliance officer, risk officer and their deputies) may also be
required to prove that they are suitable for the position by providing, for example, a current CV showing
relevant work experience and education.

Last updated on 16/04/2024
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03. What documents should be put in place when
engaging employees within the financial services
industry?  Are any particular contractual documents
required?
 

Ireland
Author: Karen Killalea , Ciara Ni Longaigh

The following documents should be in place:
written statement of terms of employment e.g., a written contract of employment that complies with
the Terms of Employment (Information) Act 1994-2014 and the European Union (Transparent and
Predictable Working Conditions) Regulations 2022;
grievance and disciplinary policy;
protected disclosures policy;
dignity at work policy (anti-harassment and bullying prevention);
safety statement; and
where possible, an employee handbook that details all the statutory leave policies and other bespoke
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policies of the RFSP.

Last updated on 24/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

According to article 25 of the FLL, the following information must be included in an employee’s contract: full
name, date of birth, nationality, gender, marital status, address, Federal Taxpayers Registry number, and
Unique Population Registration Key. To verify such information, employers may ask employees to provide
their official identification, proof of address, Tax Identification Card, and professional and academic records,
among other documents as deemed necessary. 

Furthermore, given the requirements to be met by the general manager and officers, it is common practice
in Mexico to include a statement in their employment contracts whereby they state that they:

are in good standing;
are resident in Mexico;
have legal, financial and management expertise;
have satisfactory credit record and credit eligibility; and
have no legal impediment to occupying such positions and rendering their services.

Additionally, the general manager of controlling entities and brokerage houses must provide a written
document stating that he or she:

has no impediment to being appointed as general manager or officer;
is up to date with his or her credit obligations and of any other nature; and
acknowledge all rights and obligations to be assumed as a consequence of his or her appointment.

Last updated on 14/03/2023

Switzerland
Author: Simone Wetzstein , Matthias Lötscher , Sarah Vettiger

No special contractual documents are required when engaging employees within the financial services
industry.

However, it is generally recommended to conclude a written employment contract with each employee.
FINMA, for instance, requires a copy of employment contracts concluded with senior management of
regulated entities.
In particular, the employment contract should reference the employer’s (regulatory) set of directions and
the employee’s obligation to comply with said instructions. In addition, because regulated companies such
as banks, securities firms, fund management companies, managers of collective assets or asset managers
are required to obtain authorisation from FINMA before the engagement of key personnel, it may be
sensible to include a condition precedent relating to FINMA’s acceptance of the relevant employee in the
employment contract.

The mandatory, partially mandatory, and optional elements of an individual employment contract are
outlined in article 319 et seq of the CO (in particular regarding remuneration, working time, vacation, and
incapacity for work). Further regulations may apply based on collective bargaining agreements.

Last updated on 16/04/2024
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04. Do any categories of employee need to have
special certification in order to undertake duties for
financial services employers?  If so, what are the
requirements that apply?
 

Ireland
Author: Karen Killalea , Ciara Ni Longaigh

Yes, under the Minimum Competency Regime (see question 1), employees who perform certain prescribed
functions and roles in prescribed RFSPs such as insurance businesses and credit unions, must meet the
required competencies and qualifications standards.

The 2023 Act also introduces a new requirement that persons can only be permitted to perform a CF role
(including a PCF role) where a certificate of compliance with the F&P Standards given by the firm is in force
(Certification Regime).

As part of the Certification Regime, a certificate of compliance may only be given if:

1. the firm is satisfied on reasonable grounds that the person complies with the F&P Standards; and
2. the person has agreed to abide by the F&P Standards and to notify the firm without delay if for any

reason they no longer comply with the F&P Standards.

Last updated on 24/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

Employees in general positions are not required to obtain specific certification to perform their duties
within financial entities. However, in brokerage houses, individuals involved in operations with the public,
counselling, promotion and, if applicable, acquisition and sale of securities, must be authorised by the
CNBV and obtain a certification issued by a regulated body recognized by the CNBV.  

The CNBV and CNSF, as applicable, may caution, remove, adjourn, or disqualify board members and the
general manager if they believe the individual does not comply with legal requirements to occupy such
positions or if their conduct constitutes a breach of applicable laws and regulations.

Last updated on 14/03/2023

Switzerland
Author: Simone Wetzstein , Matthias Lötscher , Sarah Vettiger

Depending on the status of the employing entity and the position of the financial services employee, a
special certification or, more generally, proof of relevant work experience and sufficient education is
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required.

As a general rule, persons holding executive, overall management, oversight or control functions (eg, a
member of the board, CEO, compliance officer, risk officer or their deputies) in regulated companies such
as banks, insurance companies, securities firms, fund management companies, managers of collective
assets or asset managers are required to demonstrate to FINMA that they have sufficient relevant work
experience and education. As proof, FINMA requests current CVs, diplomas, certifications and contact
details of references. The scope and nature of the future business activity and the size and complexity of
the company in question also need to be considered.

Furthermore, client advisers of so-called financial service providers (eg, investment advisers) must have
sufficient expertise on the code of conduct and the necessary expertise required to perform their work.
Client advisors often prove that these requirements have been met by successfully attending special
courses. In addition, insurance intermediaries registered with FINMA’s insurance intermediary register have
to prove that they have undergone sufficient education and have sufficient qualifications. For this purpose,
FINMA has published a list of different Swiss and foreign educational qualifications deemed to be sufficient
on its website.

Last updated on 16/04/2024

05. Do any categories of employee have enhanced
responsibilities under the applicable regulatory
regime?
 

Ireland
Author: Karen Killalea , Ciara Ni Longaigh

Yes. Common Conduct Standards and Additional Conduct Standards were introduced by the 2023 Act and
employers need to update employees' contractual documents to reflect same.
The Common Conduct Standards set out standards of behaviour expected of individuals carrying out
Controlled Functions (CFs) within firms. The Common Conduct Standards are basic standards such as
acting with honesty and integrity with due skill, care and diligence and in the best interest of customers. An
individual that is subject to the Common Conduct Standards will be expected to take reasonable steps to
ensure that the Common Conduct Standards are met.

In addition, senior executives, which includes individuals performing PCF roles (e.g. the directors,
designated persons) and other individuals who exercise significant influence on the conduct of a firm's
affairs (CF1) will also have Additional Conduct Standards related to running the part of the business for
which they are responsible. An individual who performs a PCF/CF1 role should take reasonable steps to
ensure that the Additional Conduct Standards are met.

When SEAR comes into effect, those performing senior executive functions will be required to have detailed
statements of responsibility setting out the scope of their role. The Duty of Responsibility which the PCF will
have under SEAR is extensive. The duty extends to taking any step that is reasonable in the circumstances
to avoid a breach by their firm of its obligations in relation to an aspect of the firm's affairs for which the
PCF is responsible.

There are a number of General Prescribed Responsibilities that will need to be assigned to PCFs:

(a)   Performance by the Firm of its obligations under SEAR

(b)   Performance by the Firm of its obligations under the F&P framework
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(c)   Performance by the Firm of its obligations under the new Conduct Standards

(d)   Responsibility for overseeing the adoption of the firm’s policy on diversity and inclusion.

Last updated on 24/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

All employees, including general managers and officers, must keep information and documents confidential
and may only provide information to the competent authorities or authorised parties, with the prior express
authorisation of the user or client.

Also, employees must:

not stop internal committees from carrying out their functions;
disclose to the financial entity all information regarding the use of illegal resources, or any act against
goods, services, an individual’s life, or physical or emotional integrity, the use of toxic substances, or
terrorist acts, so that the financial entity may provide the SHCP with a report on the subject; and
in insurance or bonding Institutes, not offer discounts, reduce premiums or grant different benefits
than those outlined in the corresponding policy.

General managers and officers must provide reports and information to the board of directors and the
corresponding authorities periodically. The general manager must also provide precise data and reports to
assist the board of directors in making prudent decisions.

General managers must develop and present to the board of directors, for its approval,  adequate policies
for employment and the use of material and human resources, including restrictions on the use of goods,
supervision and control mechanisms, and the application of resources to the company’s activities
consistent with their business purposes.  

Insurance and bond companies will respond to the conduct of the general manager and officers, without
prejudice to the civil and criminal liabilities that they may personally incur.

Also, if any conflict of interest exists or arises, general managers and officers must inform their employers
immediately and suspend any activity within the scope of the contract that gives rise to the conflict until
the matter is addressed.

Additionally, general managers and officers must verify the compliance of all individuals under their
responsibility with all applicable legal provisions for financial services. These include: confidential
obligations; the development of reports; informing their direct superior, officers, general manager or board
of directors if there is a conflict of interest; informing the SCHP and Prosecutor’s Office if there is an act,
operation or service using illegal resources, or an act that may harm the company, or the health or
wellbeing of an individual or the general public.

Specifically, general managers in brokerage houses must:

design and carry out a communications policy regarding identifying contingencies;
implement and distribute the continuity business plan within the brokerage house and establish
training programmes;
inform the CNBV of contingencies in any of the systems and channels for clients, authorities and
central securities counterparties;
ensure that the continuity business plan is submitted for efficiency testing; and
inform the CNBV in writing of the hiring or removal of the responsible party for internal audit functions.

Last updated on 14/03/2023
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Switzerland
Author: Simone Wetzstein , Matthias Lötscher , Sarah Vettiger

Specifically, employees holding executive, overall management, oversight or control functions in regulated
companies are responsible for ensuring that the companies’ organization ensures the continued
compliance with applicable financial market laws. Swiss financial market laws do not have enhanced
responsibilities for different employee categories. Instead, a person’s fitness and propriety are assessed
within the context of the specific requirements and functions of a given company, the scope of activities at
that company, and the complexity of that company.

Last updated on 23/01/2023
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06. Is there a register of financial services employees
that individuals will need to be listed on to undertake
particular business activities?  If so, what are the
steps required for registration?

Ireland
Author: Karen Killalea , Ciara Ni Longaigh

No.
Last updated on 24/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

Under the FLL, all employees must be registered with the Social Security Mexican Institute (IMSS) to receive
social security benefits.

Except for stock operators or employees that are granted proxies in brokerage houses, in financial entities
employees are not required to be registered other than with the IMSS.

To obtain the authorisation of the CNBV to act as a stock operator or representative within a brokerage
house, an individual must:

pass the technical quality certification exams, and comply with the specific requirements outlined in
the internal regulations of the stock market in which the individual intends to participate;
prove before the regulatory body that he or she has a satisfactory credit record and is in good
standing; and
file before the regulatory body a writ of a brokerage house, credit institution, or the operating
company of investment companies and retirement funds managers, establishing their wish to hire the
individual as soon as he or she obtains an authorisation.

Within five days, the self-regulated body must file an application with the CNBV. They will then have 20
calendar days to issue the corresponding authorisation.
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Stock operators and representatives, once authorised and provided with powers of attorney, must be
registered before the Mexican Association of Stock Brokers (AMIB).

Brokerage houses must display, in a public place, a list of authorised proxies and stock operators, as well
as on the website of the CNBV so this information may be verified.

Finally, financial entities must inform the CNBV, CNSF or CONSAR, as applicable, of the appointment and
removal of general managers and officers within five calendar days for financial entities, or ten calendar
days for controlling entities, brokerage houses, surety deposit institutions and compensation chambers.
Also, a list of general managers and officers must be provided within the filing to operate as a financial
entity.   

Last updated on 14/03/2023

Switzerland
Author: Simone Wetzstein , Matthias Lötscher , Sarah Vettiger

There is no universal register of all financial services employees. Rather, different Swiss financial market
laws provide for a registration requirement that may apply to individual financial service employees.
Whether a particular financial market law, and, consequently, a registration requirement, applies to a
financial services employee depends specifically on the regulatory status of the employing entity and the
particular activity of that employee.

Also, client advisers of Swiss or foreign financial service providers (eg, investment advisers) may be
required to register with the adviser register, unless an exemption applies. Client advisers are the
natural persons who perform financial services on behalf of a financial service provider or in their own
capacity as financial service providers. Client advisers are entered in the register of advisers if they
prove that i) they have sufficient knowledge of the code of conduct set out in the financial services
regulations and the necessary expertise required to perform their activities, ii) their employee has
taken out professional indemnity insurance or that equivalent collateral exists, and iii) their employee
is affiliated with a recognized Swiss ombudsman in their capacity as a financial service provider (if
such affiliation duty exists).

Furthermore, “non-tied” insurance intermediaries (ie, persons who offer or conclude insurance contracts on
behalf of insurance companies) are required to register with FINMA’s register of insurance companies.
To register, persons must inter alia prove that they have sufficient qualifications and hold professional
indemnity insurance or provide an equivalent financial surety. “Tied” intermediaries will no longer be able
to register voluntarily in the FINMA register (unless this is required by the respective country of operation
for activities abroad).

Last updated on 16/04/2024
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07. Are there any specific rules relating to
compensation payable to financial services
employees in your jurisdiction, including, for
example, limits on variable compensation, or
provisions for deferral, malus and/or clawback of
monies paid to employees?
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Ireland
Author: Karen Killalea , Ciara Ni Longaigh

There are prescriptive, sector-specific requirements, which apply to the remuneration of specified
categories of employees or directors, and which apply in the asset management, investment services,
banking, and insurance sectors.
Employers in these sectors are tasked with ensuring that the remuneration paid to material risk takers
(individuals whose professional activities have a material impact on an RFSP's risk profile) or identified staff
align with the RFSP risk profile.

There are detailed rules with technical guidance (emanating from EU law) specific to each sector, but at a
high level they (to differing degrees) set out rules on; variable remuneration composition, ratios or other
metrics to compare variable to fixed remuneration to ensure it is appropriate; malus requirements, which
would allow the RFSP to cancel or reduce the employee's variable remuneration before it is paid out; and
clawback provisions which allow RFSPs to recover variable remuneration after it has been awarded. It is
important to ensure that employees' contracts of employment acknowledge that any variable remuneration
will be subject to all regulatory restrictions and rules and may be clawed back in certain circumstances.

The CBI's 2014 Guidelines on Variable Remuneration Arrangements for Sales Staff also emphasise the
importance of remuneration structures to have sufficient deterrents built into them (such as malus and
clawback mechanisms) to avoid incentivising undesirable/risky behaviours from sales staff in the banking,
insurance and investment services sectors.

Last updated on 24/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

Brokerage houses must implement a compensation system under the general provisions set forth by the
CNBV. This system must include all compensation provided and must contain the responsibilities of the
boards that implement the compensation schemes, ordinary and extraordinary compensation policies, and
periodic reviews of payment policies. The board of directors must incorporate a special committee for
compensation.

Under article 9 of the general provisions applicable to brokerage houses, account management fees may
be paid to stock proxies provided that they comply entirely with the applicable laws in the exercise of their
duties. Stock operators must not execute operations with the public or receive any remuneration or account
management fees, except if, with the proxy’s authorisation, they execute orders of institutional investors in
the brokerage house’s reception and allocation system.

Brokerage houses must not pay fees, commissions, and other remuneration of third parties that act as
promoters, sellers, associates, independent commissioners, investment advisors or any similar roles. This
also applies to proxies of the investor client without being proxies of the brokerage house, or those who
have a conflict of interest to receive fees, commissions, or any other remuneration from the investor client.

If there is a critical event, such as a control measure, the CNBV may order the brokerage house to suspend
the payment of extraordinary compensation and bonuses to the general manager and senior officers. This
includes preventing the granting of new compensation until the matter is properly resolved. This should be
included in employment contracts, to avoid labour-related disputes should the extraordinary measure of
the CNBV is enacted.

Last updated on 14/03/2023
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Switzerland
Author: Simone Wetzstein , Matthias Lötscher , Sarah Vettiger

Swiss civil law provides for special rules that govern the compensation of current and former members of
inter alia the board and executive committee (Ordinance against Excessive Compensation) of Swiss
companies limited by shares that are listed on a Swiss or foreign stock exchange. In addition, there are
disclosure provisions listed companies need to follow concerning remuneration under stock exchange
regulations.

In addition to the above, FINMA has formulated ten principles regarding remuneration that banks, securities
firms, financial groups and conglomerates, insurance companies, insurance groups and conglomerates are
required to implement. The principles serve as minimum standards for the design, implementation and
disclosure of remuneration schemes.

These schemes should not incentivise to take inappropriate risks and thereby potentially damage the
stability of financial institutions.

One of the focal points of the principles is variable remuneration that depends on business performance
and risk. In particular, all variable remuneration must have been earned by the company over the long
term. Consequently, remuneration is dependent on performance, taking into account the sustainability of
such performance as well as the risks. That said, FINMA’s principles do not limit the amount of variable
remuneration. However, FINMA aims to prevent the granting of high remuneration based on large risks and
the generation of short-term, unsustainable earnings. Furthermore, persons who have significant
responsibility relating to the risk or receive a high total remuneration, must receive a significant part of the
variable remuneration on a deferred basis and consequently, in a way that is linked to the current risk.
Under the FINMA principles, "clawback" and "malus" arrangements are permitted.

Last updated on 16/04/2024

at Walder Wyss

08. Are there particular training requirements for
employees in the financial services sector?

Ireland
Author: Karen Killalea , Ciara Ni Longaigh

Yes. A CF employee, subject to the Minimum Competency regime, will be required to complete CPD
training. Evidence of meeting that CPD requirement is also a factor in determining a person's F&P. RFSPs
must maintain records of CPD training provided to CFs to demonstrate compliance with the minimum
competency regime.
The 2023 Act also introduces new training obligations for those subject to the Common and Additional
Conduct Standards, with firms being required to train those persons on how these obligations apply to
them and their new duties of responsibility. Attendance at, or completion of, training in respect of the
Conduct Standards should be mandatory and such attendance should be carefully documented with
refresher training rolled out periodically.

Employers within the scope of the Criminal Justice (Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing) Acts 2010 -
2021 (including RFSPs) are required to provide annual training to relevant staff and directors on its
requirements and the RFSP must have procedures in place to comply with that legislation and associated
guidance.
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Depending on the RFSP's business, additional mandatory training may be needed annually, for example, on
topics such as market abuse.

The designated person for responding to protected disclosures should be trained and competent in the
identification and handling of protected disclosures.

Last updated on 24/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

In terms of articles 132, 153-A to 153-X of the FLL, employers must provide employees with training so they
can render their services and comply with the duties of their positions, and employees should receive such
training under the plans and programmes formulated by mutual agreement of the employer and
employees. Nevertheless, as indicated in previous questions, for employees to occupy certain positions,
they must meet the requirements, and for brokerage houses proxies must be authorised to exercise their
duties under their position within the brokerage houses.  

According to article 117 bis 9 of the general provisions applicable to brokerage houses, general managers
are responsible for implementing, maintaining and distributing the continuity plan of the business within
the brokerage house. Therefore, the general manager must establish a training programme outlining the
actions to be carried out if an operation contingency arises.

On the other hand, the AMIB provides courses and training for interested individuals to obtain the
necessary skills and capacity to perform the activities of proxies in brokerage houses, and thereafter, to
obtain authorisation from the AMIB and CNBV to act and perform the corresponding duties of the position.  

A Finance Educational Committee has been created by several financial institutions, authorities, and the
Bank of Mexico and is presided over by the SHCP. This committee is in charge of, among other things,
defining a finance educational policy; preparing a national strategy for financial education and guidelines;
and identifying new work areas and proposing new actions and programmes in financial education.

Last updated on 14/03/2023

Switzerland
Author: Simone Wetzstein , Matthias Lötscher , Sarah Vettiger

In general, regulated companies (eg, banks, insurance companies or asset managers) are required to set
up and maintain an organisation that ensures compliance with applicable financial market laws. Given the
organisational measures and depending on the regulatory status of the employing entity and the position
and activities of the financial services employee, there are training requirements.

While Swiss financial market regulations do not have an exhaustive list of exact training requirements,
FINMA requires, among others, that the highest bodies of supervised companies (eg, executives of board
members of banks, securities firms, insurance and reinsurance companies, fund management companies,
managers of collective assets or asset managers) can fulfil the requirements of the so-called fit and proper
test. These requirements extend to all character-related and professional elements that enable an
officeholder to manage a supervised company in compliance with applicable laws. Part of the professional
elements are relevant work experience and education. In addition, persons holding key positions (eg,
compliance and risk officers and their deputies) are required to demonstrate sufficient know-how because
of their work experience and education.
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That said, the Swiss financial services and insurance supervisory regulations provide for more concrete
training requirements. In particular, client advisers of Swiss and foreign financial service providers (eg,
investment advisers) may need to demonstrate that they have sufficient knowledge of the code of conduct
rules of the Swiss financial services regulation and the necessary expertise required to perform their
activities. In addition, insurance intermediaries registered with FINMA’s insurance intermediary register
have to prove that they have undergone sufficient education and have sufficient qualifications. On its
website, FINMA has published a list of different educational Swiss and foreign qualifications that it deems to
be sufficient.

Last updated on 16/04/2024

09. Is there a particular code of conduct and/or are
there other regulations regarding standards of
behaviour that financial services employees are
expected to adhere to?
 

Ireland
Author: Karen Killalea , Ciara Ni Longaigh

Yes there are. They are:

the F&P Standards;
the minimum competency regime; and
the IAF and SEAR (see question 1).

There are also sector-specific conduct of business requirements in legislation and codes, including the
Consumer Protection Code 2012, the MiFID II regime, and other regulatory requirements applicable to
RFSPs based on their industry sector that apply and deal with matters such as:

error handling,
disclosures to customers,
acting in the best interests of customers; and
complaints handling.

Last updated on 24/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

Financial entities must establish, implement and apply, among other things:

confidentiality policies;
policies for internal control to confirm the acts, operations and services of individuals are carried out in
an ethical, professional and legal manner;
policies regarding the prevention of acts and operations with illegal resources;
policies to prevent psychological risk factors;
policies that allow the identification, follow-up and control of risks inherent to operations; and
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conflict of interest resolution policies.

Under the general provisions applicable to operations with securities carried out by members of the board
of directors, officers and employees of financial entities and other obligated parties, the principles that
must be complied with are the following:

transparency in operations;
equal opportunity before all other market participants in sureties operations;
compliance with fair stock market customs and practices;
absence of a conflict of interest; and
prevention of improper behaviour that may have as its origin the use of privileged or confidential
information.

Policies, manuals and codes must also include guidelines for the resolution of potential conflicts of interest,
as well as the mechanisms to avoid the existence of such conflicts.

Financial entities must inform the CNBV annually, within 15 days, a report on the conduct, operations, and
services of individuals. If any act or operation with illegal resources is detected, financial entities must
inform the authorities immediately, including the CNBV and the SHCP.

The board of directors of operating companies of investment funds, distribution entities, and stock
appraisers of investment funds must approve a code of conduct, which must consider:

activities in compliance with the applicable laws;
internal control rules for the compliance of provisions and policies contained in the code, including
investment provisions issued by the CNBV;
security mechanisms to ensure confidential information is used solely for authorised purposes and
security measures to protect clients’ files from fraud, robbery or misuse;
an obligation on the general manager, officers and employees to conduct themselves in a fair, honest
and professional manner in the performance of their activities; and
a prohibition on officers, employees and proxies executing any type of operation with the public that
contravenes market practices.

Members of the board of directors, the general manager, officers, regulatory comptrollers, proxies, and
other employees must immediately report the existence of illegal or unethical conduct or activity to the
regulatory comptroller.

Last updated on 14/03/2023

Switzerland
Author: Simone Wetzstein , Matthias Lötscher , Sarah Vettiger

Depending on the regulatory status of the employing entity and, as the case may be, on the exact activities
of a financial service employee, a financial service employee needs to adhere to certain code of conduct
rules (eg, regarding transparency and care, documentation and accountability).

Supervised companies in Switzerland are, in principle, required to set up an organisation that ensures the
compliance with Swiss financial market laws and its statutory code of conduct rules. For this purpose,
among others, companies are required to issue regulations that their employees must follow.

Under Swiss financial market laws, code of conduct rules are generally based on abstract statutory rules
and concretized by recognised privately organised associations.

In particular, several professional organisations (eg, the Swiss Bankers Association or the Asset
Management Association) and self-regulated organisations issue their own set of code of conduct rules that
members are required to follow.
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Last updated on 16/04/2024

10. Are there any circumstances in which
notifications relating to the employee or their
conduct will need to be made to local or international
regulators?
 

Ireland
Author: Karen Killalea , Ciara Ni Longaigh

The CBI expects RFSPs to be open and transparent in their engagement, including concerning compliance with the F&P
Standards and the Common Conduct Standards. While early versions of the IAF regulations and related guidance contained
an obligation on a RFSP to report to the CBI if disciplinary action had been taken against an individual, the obligation was
removed from the latest version of the draft legislation. The Guidance indicated that the CBI would expect that they would
have already received relevant details as it provides that firms and persons performing PCF roles are required to report to
the CBI where they suspect that a "prescribed contravention" may have occurred for the purposes of the CBI legislative
framework and the CBI states that a breach of the Common Conduct Standards and/or Additional Conduct Standards is a
"prescribed contravention" for these purposes.

Last updated on 24/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

Pursuant to the Federal Law for the Prevention and Identity of Transactions with Illegally Obtained
Resources, all acts carried out by financial entities are considered a vulnerable activity; therefore, financial
entities must:

set forth measures and procedures to prevent and detect acts and operations;
file reports to the SHCP regarding acts, operations and services carried out by clients and employees if
they suspect illegal resources are involved; and
keep for at least 10 years any information and documents related to the identification of clients and
users.

Given the above, if any action, operation or service is identified as undertaken with illegal resources or
there is a breach of any of the provisions outlined in the above law, employers must inform the SHCP and
prosecutor.

Also, if officers and general managers no longer comply with the legal requirements to occupy their
positions (eg, not having a satisfactory credit record, or no longer being in good standing), financial entities
may inform the CNBV or CNSF, as applicable, so the authorities may disqualify or remove those individuals
from their positions.

Furthermore, if there is a breach of the code of conduct, the regulatory comptroller must inform the board
of directors and keep such information available to the CNBV at all times. The board of directors will be in
charge of establishing disciplinary measures.
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Finally, if employees breach psychological risk prevention obligations (see question 11), employers must
inform the labour authorities to impose corresponding sanctions.

Last updated on 14/03/2023

Switzerland
Author: Simone Wetzstein , Matthias Lötscher , Sarah Vettiger

As a general principle, supervised companies are required to ensure that persons holding, in particular,
executive, overall management, oversight or control functions fulfil the requirements of the “fit and proper”
test. Consequently, such persons must be of good repute and can guarantee compliance with applicable
laws and regulations.

If a person cannot guarantee that the regulatory requirements are fulfilled at all times (eg, because of a
material breach of its duties) the employing entity and its audit companies may be required to immediately
report to FINMA, respectively, any incident that is of significance.

Last updated on 16/04/2024

at Walder Wyss

11. Are there any particular requirements that
employers should implement with respect to the
prevention of wrongdoing, for example, related to
whistleblowing or the prevention of harassment?

Ireland
Author: Karen Killalea , Ciara Ni Longaigh

Yes. Concerning the prevention of wrongdoing, RFSPs should implement a written protected
disclosures/whistleblowing policy that explains the secure and confidential internal and external reporting
channels available to workers who wish to report relevant wrongdoings. The anti-retaliation protection
should be explained and workers should understand from the policy how a report of relevant wrongdoing
will be dealt with by the RFSP.
RFSPs should ensure that they have clear, up-to-date and fully compliant policies governing:

dignity at work (including anti-harassment and anti-bullying measures); and
grievance and disciplinary policies.

RFSPs should ensure that employees are trained on the RFSP's dignity at work (anti-bullying and
harassment) policies to ensure that the RFSP's values, culture and commitment to preventing harassment
and bullying are clear regarding their rights and obligations.

Last updated on 24/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf
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In addition to the obligations previously described, employers and employees are subject to Official
Mexican Rule NOM-035-STPS-2018 Employment Psychological Risks – Identification, Analysis and
Prevention.

The purpose of NOM-035 is to establish the criteria to identify, analyse and prevent psychosocial risks; and
to promote a favourable organisational environment in the workplace.

NOM-035 establishes specific obligations for employers, including:

informing employees about policies to prevent psychosocial risk factors and labour violence, and
promoting a favourable organisational environment;
identifying and analysing factors of psychosocial risk;
assessing the organisational environment;
adopting measures to prevent psychosocial risk and promote a favourable organisational
environment;
adopting corrective actions when identifying psychosocial risk factors;
identifying workers that could have been exposed to traumatic events and providing help; and
keeping records of the analysis and identification of psychosocial risks, evaluations of the
organisational environment, and corrective action.

To prove compliance, employers must adopt the following measures:

develop a psychosocial risk policy;
establish a complaints channel to receive and deal with reports of possible practices preventing a
favourable organizational environment and report acts of workplace violence;
conduct surveys to identify employees that have been exposed to psychosocial risks;
conduct surveys to identify psychosocial risk factors and potential threats to the organisational
environment; and
create intervention programmes with specific actions based on the results obtained.

The Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare is the authority that inspects compliance with these obligations.
NOM-035 does not establish specific sanctions for non-compliance, but inspectors may apply fines derived
from the FLL. Also, employers must regularly carry out evaluations, research and follow-up on complaints.
They must also prepare regular reports on the subject.

These provisions apply to all employers and there are no particular provisions regarding the prevention of
harassment in financial entities.

Last updated on 14/03/2023

Switzerland
Author: Simone Wetzstein , Matthias Lötscher , Sarah Vettiger

There are no specific whistleblowing laws in Switzerland, but employees have a right to report grievances
and misconduct to their employer, provided that they do not commit a breach of a fiduciary duty or cause
damage (eg, malicious false reports).

However, employees must also report material facts or incidents of misconduct and the misconduct of
other employees discovered in the course of their work to their employer under the employee's duty of
loyalty.

On the other hand, an employee’s duty of loyalty and, in particular, an employee’s statutory duty of
confidentiality flowing from it may also give rise to a duty to not report.

Based on the current legal situation, there may be a conflict between an employee’s need to report
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grievances (internally or externally) and a possible duty to not report with regard to an external report. An
attempt to resolve this conflict through legislation has failed, and a new attempt to introduce
whistleblowing legislation in Switzerland is not expected anytime soon.

Concerning whistleblowing by employees to a public authority or even to the public, employees are
regularly prevented from doing so by confidentiality obligations under criminal law. Any justification for
such a disclosure will usually only be examined in the context of a criminal investigation against the
employee.

However, larger companies have taken measures and set up certain processes to uncover and prevent
wrongdoing without having to do so under mandatory laws. For instance, companies have implemented
internal or external reporting offices.

When it comes to harassment, an employer is explicitly required to protect employees from sexual
harassment (prevention) and to protect any victims from further disadvantages (active protection).
According to the Gender Equality Act, victims of sexual harassment may be awarded compensation of up to
six months' wages by the courts, in addition to damages and restitution, unless the employer can prove
that they have "taken all measures that are necessary and appropriate according to experience to prevent
sexual harassment and that they can reasonably be expected to take”. Employers are therefore advised to
actively address the issue of sexual harassment (as well as general discrimination and bullying) in the
workplace and include it in their regulations or directives.

Last updated on 16/04/2024

12. Are there any particular rules or protocols that
apply when terminating the employment of an
employee in the financial services sector, including
where a settlement agreement is entered into?

Ireland
Author: Karen Killalea , Ciara Ni Longaigh

Where possible it is important to try to resolve any outstanding issues that a PCF has or may have before
the PCF's contract is terminated. An RFSP is required to give details of the circumstances of a PCF's
termination of employment and to confirm whether or not there are outstanding issues regarding the PCF.
It is important to ensure that there are adequate provisions to govern the following in any settlement
agreement or termination arrangements:

adequate handover of operational responsibility;
continued co-operation on operational matters within the employee's knowledge or in relation to
matters that may subsequently be investigated by the CBI;
secure return of all company property including any personal data; and
post-termination confidentiality obligations and any other necessary post-termination restrictions.

Last updated on 24/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf
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Under the Constitution and the FLL, an employee has the right to secure employment (employment stability
right) and an employer cannot terminate an employment contract without legal cause.

An employer may only dismiss an employee under one or more of the legal causes provided for in article 47
of the FLL (eg, lack of ethics, dishonesty, violence, harassment, absence more than three times in a month
without authorisation, disobedience, and intoxication). Dismissal should be carried out within the one
month after the employer becomes aware of the legal cause for termination (statute of limitations).

The FLL requires employers to provide the employee with a written notice of dismissal in which the date
and causes are expressly described. A lack of written notice makes the termination unlawful and triggers
the severance obligation described below.

In addition, financial entities may end the employment of individuals without notice in the following
circumstances:

if a general manager or officer no longer complies with the legal requirements to occupy their position
(see question 2);
if the CNBV or the CNSF, as applicable, disqualifies, removes, or relieves individuals from their
positions; and
if a brokerage house’s proxies are no longer authorised by the CNBV.

If there are no legal grounds to justify the termination and an employee is dismissed, the dismissal is
wrongful and the employee has the right to:

be reinstated (article 49 of the FLL establishes the cases where an employer is exempt from
reinstating an employee, for example employees of trust); or
a severance payment (three months of salary, plus 12 days of salary for each year of service capped
at twice the general minimum wage of the geographic area where the employee rendered services,
plus 20 days of salary per year of service, and, if applicable, back pay.

These obligations are only enforceable (reinstatement and payment of severance) if the dismissal is
deemed wrongful by the labour authorities in their corresponding resolution. Nevertheless, if there are no
legal grounds that justify the termination, it is common practice to pay the severance in advance if there is
no intention to reinstate the employee after termination.

When termination occurs, financial entities must inform the self-regulated bodies to revoke powers of
attorney within five days. The self-regulated body must then inform the CNBV of the revocation. For the
removal or resignation of the general manager and officers, financial entities must inform the
corresponding authority within five to ten days, depending on the type of financial entity.

For the termination of employment of employees in general positions, there is no particular document to
execute other than a termination document (resignation or employment termination agreement and
release).

Last updated on 14/03/2023

Switzerland
Author: Simone Wetzstein , Matthias Lötscher , Sarah Vettiger

There are no specific rules or protocols that apply when terminating the employment of an employee in the
financial services sector. However, because changes in the strategic and executive management of, in
particular, regulated companies such as banks, insurance companies, securities firms, fund management
companies, managers of collective assets or asset managers are subject to a prior authorization by FINMA,
the timing of termination and re-hiring of particular persons should be considered.

The general rules on the termination of an employment relationship apply under Swiss law: any
employment contract concluded for an indefinite period may be unilaterally terminated by both employer
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and employee, subject to the contractual or (if no contractual notice period was agreed) statutory notice
periods for any reason (ordinary termination).

The termination notice needs to be physically received before the notice period can start, meaning the
notice needs to be received by the employee before the end of a month so that the notice period can start
on the first day of the next month. If notice is not received before the end of the month, the notice period
would start the month following the receipt of the notice. A termination notice might be either delivered by
mail or personally.

Swiss law does not provide for payment in lieu of a notice period. The only option in this regard is to either
send the employee on garden leave or to agree within the termination agreement to terminate the
employment relationship per an earlier termination date than the one provided for in the termination
notice.

As a general rule, an employment contract may be terminated by either party for any reason. However,
Swiss statutory law provides for protection from termination by notice for both employers and employees,
distinguishing between abusive and untimely notices of termination.

Based on social policy concerns, the employer must observe certain waiting periods, during which a notice
cannot validly be served (so-called untimely notice). Such waiting periods apply (art. 336c CO), for example,
during compulsory military or civil defence service, full- or part-time absence from work due to illness or an
accident, or during an employee’s pregnancy and 16 weeks following the birth of the child. Any notice given
by the employer during these waiting periods is void. Any notice given before the respective period is
effective, but once the special situation has occurred and for the period it lasts, the running of the
applicable notice period is suspended and only continues after the end of the period in question.

In addition, Swiss civil law defines certain grounds based on which terminations are considered abusive
(article 336 CO). Termination by the employer might be considered abusive (eg, if it is based on a personal
characteristic of the other party (eg, gender, race, age), or if the other party exercises a right guaranteed
by the Swiss Federal Constitution (eg, religion or membership in a political party) unless the exercise of this
right violates an obligation of the contract of employment or is seriously prejudicial to the work climate). If
the employer abusively terminates the employment contract, the employer has to pay damages to the
employee and a penalty of up to six months' remuneration (article 336a CO). Nevertheless, an abusive
termination remains valid.

Regarding settlement agreements, Swiss employment law allows the conclusion of such agreements, but
there are strict limits on the parties’ freedom of contract. Termination agreements may not be concluded
that circumvent statutory provisions on employee protection. According to Swiss case law, termination
agreements are usually valid and enforceable if both parties make real concessions, and if the agreement is
also favourable for the employee. To conclude a termination agreement initiated by the employer, the
employee must also be granted a sufficient reflection period. No further formalities need to be observed
when concluding termination agreements, although it is generally advisable to have them in writing.

Last updated on 16/04/2024

13. Are there any particular rules that apply in
relation to the use of post-termination restrictive
covenants for employees in the financial services
sector?

Ireland
Author: Karen Killalea , Ciara Ni Longaigh
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No there are no bespoke rules that apply. Post termination restrictions in Ireland are void as being in
restraint of trade unless it can be shown that the restrictions are necessary to protect an employer's
legitimate proprietary interest and they are proportionate and reasonable in their scope and duration to
achieve that protection[i].
[i] Law as of 15 April 2024

 

Last updated on 24/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

There are no particular rules or legal provisions concerning the use of post-termination restrictive
covenants. Nevertheless, it is common practice to execute termination agreements with officers and
general managers whereby non-disclosure, non-compete and non-solicitation provisions are set forth by the
parties. The use of non-compete and non-solicitation provisions in termination agreements is only
recommended for very specific employees and must be negotiated when the employment is terminated.

Plain non-compete and non-solicitation provisions binding employees after termination are not enforceable
under Mexican law, because the Mexican Constitution grants individuals the right to perform any job,
industry, commerce or work as long it is legal and not prohibited by a judicial or governmental decision.

Post-employment non-compete obligations, which are treated as an exception, must be agreed upon in
connection to specific activities that may be deemed unfair competition, and may be enforced with
economic compensation.

The period of enforceability must be proportional to:

the number of years of employment;
the level of information and importance of the position;
the economic compensation; and
the scope of the non-compete obligations.

Unfair competition and solicitation – either for business, or to induce other individuals to leave the
company, while the employment contract between an individual and employer is in effect – may be
considered misconduct. This misconduct is a cause of termination without notice for the company, and
therefore it is feasible to enforce it.

The terms and conditions must be specifically addressed in writing, within the employment termination
agreement, making express reference to the importance of the information, potential competition, activities
that may be deemed unfair competition, intellectual property, and commercial advantages. The
compensation paid is usually similar to or above the income of the employee while he or she was active
with the company. Clawback and damages payments for breach of contract are standard practices.

Last updated on 14/03/2023

Switzerland
Author: Simone Wetzstein , Matthias Lötscher , Sarah Vettiger

There are no particular rules that apply concerning the use of post-termination restrictive covenants for
employees in the financial services sector in Switzerland. Rather, general post-contractual non-compete
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regulations come into play: the parties of an employment contract may agree on a non-compete clause,
which must be included in the employment contract in writing to be valid. For the non-compete clause to be
relevant, it must be sufficiently limited in terms of time, place and subject matter. Normally, the duration of
a post-termination non-compete clause is no more than one year; however, the statutorily permissible
duration is three years.

As a prerequisite for a contractual non-compete clause to be binding, access to sensitive data is required.
The employee must either have access to customer data or manufacturing or business secrets. However,
access alone is not enough. There must also be the possibility of harming the employer using this
knowledge.

If a relationship between the customer and the employee or employer is personal (which is, for example,
the case for lawyers or doctors), a post-termination non-compete clause is not applicable according to the
Federal Supreme Court.

If there is an excessive non-compete clause, this can be restricted by a judge. In practice, most of the time,
no restriction of the post-termination non-compete clause is imposed if the employer offers consideration in
return for the agreement. The prohibition of competition may become invalid for two reasons. Firstly, the
clause can become irrelevant if the employer has no more interest in maintaining the non-compete clause.
Secondly, the clause is not effective if the employer has terminated the employment relationship. However,
this does not apply if the employee has given the employer a reason to terminate the employment
relationship.

Swiss employment law does not provide for any compensation for a post-termination non-compete clause.

Last updated on 16/04/2024

14. Are non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) potentially
lawful in your jurisdiction? If so, must they follow any
particular form or rules?

Ireland
Author: Karen Killalea , Ciara Ni Longaigh

Yes. It is possible to use NDAs in Ireland and it is quite common for them to be used, but there are some
limitations on their use and enforceability.
Certain mandatory reporting obligations will override a contractual non-disclosure agreement, such as the
requirement for PCFs under section 38(2) of the CBI (Supervision and Enforcement) Act 2013 to disclose
certain matters to the CBI.

Further, an NDA cannot extinguish an employee's right to anti-retaliation protection where the employee
makes a protected disclosure either internally or externally under the Protected Disclosures Act 2014 -
2022.

Last updated on 24/04/2024
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Non-disclosure provisions under Mexican law are applicable and enforceable. All information to which
employees have access, given their position and services, regarding third parties and deemed sensitive or
confidential (ie, non-public information) may not be disclosed at any time after the termination of
employment or used for any other purposes.

The breach of non-disclosure obligations of confidential information and trade secrets may lead to
economic sanctions or imprisonment. The disclosure of confidential information or using it to an employer’s
detriment is an offence under criminal law. Also, employees that breach confidential obligations may have
to pay damages to the affected party.

Pursuant to article 186 of the general provisions applicable to brokerage houses, internal policies must be
in place to establish guidelines and procedures for the use, management, conservation and, as applicable,
destruction of books, records, documents, and other information; and must guarantee the adequate use
and control of documents containing the confidential information of clients. Also, these entities must
establish strict controls to avoid the improper use of books, records, and documents in general.

According to the Law to Regulate Technological Finance Institutions, entities must include measures and
policies to control operational risks within their filing for authorisation at the CNBV. They must also provide
information security and confidentiality policies, with evidence of secure, trustable and precise
technological support for their clients and with minimum standards of security to ensure the confidentiality,
availability and integrity of information, as well as to prevent fraud and cyberattacks.

Additionally, financial entities must guarantee the security and integrity of the information, and implement
security measures to preserve the integrity and confidentiality of the information generated, stored, or
processed.

Lastly, under the Federal Law for the Prevention and Identity of Transactions with Illegally Obtained
Resources, filing notices, information and documentation related to vulnerable activities to the SHCP does
not qualify as a breach of confidentiality obligations.

Last updated on 14/03/2023

Switzerland
Author: Simone Wetzstein , Matthias Lötscher , Sarah Vettiger

Non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) are generally lawful in Switzerland. However, NDAs are not regulated by
statutory law and therefore do not have to follow any particular statutory form or rule. Nevertheless, most
NDAs often contain a similar basic structure.

The core clauses of an NDA concern:

manufacturing and business secrets or the scope of further confidentiality;
the purpose of use;
the return and destruction of devices containing confidential information; and
post-contractual confidentiality obligations.

As a general rule, it is recommended to use the written form.

To ensure possible enforcement of an NDA in the employment context, the requirements of a post-
contractual non-compete obligation (see below) must be met.

Last updated on 16/04/2024
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